Perceptions® Designer Wall Base.

Achieve the look of Millwork® with a cost similar to standard wall base. Perceptions offers more than 150 colors and five standard profiles designed to coordinate with our Millwork Wall Finishing System. So adding architectural flair has never been easier (or more cost-effective).

Available in All Standard Colors.
Perceptions

Color plays a key role in the Tarkett Solution SPECtrum™. After all, color has the power to motivate students in the classroom or soothe healing patients. It can stimulate excitement at retail stores or enhance safety by preventing a bad fall. By coordinating all flooring and accessory solutions across a balanced, harmonized palette, you have the freedom to bring your spatial design ideas to life. Express your creativity through the kind of environments where happiness and productivity thrive together.

A New Color Experience:

Our newly refreshed Solid Color Palette includes 115 shades that meet the needs of today’s interiors and coordinate with the rest of the Tarkett portfolio. The perfectly balanced palette includes Color Foundations—an array of warm and cool greys and beiges—as well as crisp whites, inspired colors and deep neutrals. We’ve carefully selected each sophisticated hue to provide a broad range of options for today’s designs.

Color Foundations:

Color Foundations (CF) are neutral colors designed to coordinate over the entire Tarkett Solution SPECtrum, which includes carpet, rubber, vinyl sheet and tile, composition tile, linoleum, finishing borders (wall base), stair treads and accessories. CF neutrals include: WB (Warm Beige), CB (Cool Beige), WG (Warm Grey), CG (Cool Grey), B (Black), W (White), which let you switch colors within like groups, making it easier and faster to create your signature designs. There are hundreds of choices in six neutral palettes and one guarantee: You’ll always have color coordinating options within each palette, now and into the future. Guaranteed.

Customization:

When you don’t see the exact color you need, create it. Get started by contacting your local Tarkett representative. We offer customized colors in the quantity you want, when you want it!

ColorMatch™:

ColorMatch is a designer palette of 36 leading colors that offer coordinating colors across multiple products with no dye lots...ever! Our rigorous manufacturing and quality standards enable you to confidently mix and match a color across all Tarkett rubber and vinyl flooring products, finishing borders and finishing accessories.

Metallics:

The updated solid color palette includes eight metallic shades, providing another element of detail and visual interest to finish a space.

All colors shown in this card, including chips and photographs, approximate the actual flooring colors as accurately as possible.